dumping sites by town forces. Also some of the material is what residents have put out for regular garbage collection but which does not meet the guidelines of their waste disposal contract. Also the site has been broken into numerous times by persons unknown and they have dumped all manner of material at the site.

Mr Corbett said the town does not have the money to take it to Robin Hood Bay so it has been storing the material at the Town Depot or at the Witless Bay Line site on a temporary basis. “Basically we are using it s a temporary transfer site”.

“...continued from page 1

Mr Corbett said that, “over the past couple of weeks the lock on the gate at the Access Road site has been cut off repeatedly and stuff dumped at the site. In fact a load of garbage bags were dumped on the road leading up to the gate because the bridge has been seriously damaged. It is a constant battle with people dumping illegally”.

You can travel this community from end to end and you will find very few areas where bulk material is being dumped because we are constantly cleaning it up.”